Mr Wakefield and New Zealand as an
Experiment in Post-Enlightenment
Experimental Practice*
IN HIS HISTORY OF NEW ZEALAND (1959) Sir Keith Sinclair dealt sharply and
briefly with Wakefield, downplaying his importance by largely ignoring him.
He wished to anchor New Zealand in the Pacific, and this he accomplished.
Wakefield inevitably became marginal. 1 Sinclair also made the relationship
between Maori and Pakeha central to New Zealand's history, dethroning the
older themes, and the New Zealand Company's activities became quite rightly
the focus for considerable critical attention. Other historians contributed to this
reassessment, of course, but Sinclair orchestrated their voices into a new and
powerful symphonic statement. 2 Wakefield has had a bad press since then.
Sinclair changed neither his emphasis nor his judgement in later editions of his
History and Patricia Burns, in her posthumous Fatal Success, published in 1989,
summed up the revisionist work of the preceding generation and delivered a
damning verdict. 3 The man had become a rigid reactionary, dishonest and
unscrupulous, perhaps even a megalomaniac. He had ossified into the puppet of
class interest if not pathological disorder. One might muse that the prospect of
being the focus of revisionist attention has lent a new terror to death except that
Wakefield fared much better over the same period at the hands of British

* An earlier version of this paper was delivered as the Sir Keith Sinclair Memorial Lecture in 1995.
1 I am very grateful to Mrs Priscilla Mitchell for her generosity in making her collection of
Wakefield family papers available and in extending hospitality while I worked through them. I am
also grateful to Philip Temple, who is writing a biography of the Wakefield family, for telling me
about the Mitchell collection and sharing the results of his own research. I am also grateful to
Professor David Hackett Fischer, Dr John Stenhouse, and Professor Eric Richards for reading an
earlier version of this paper and making constructive criticisms.
2 Among the key works are A.H. McLintock, The History ofOtago: The Origins and Growth of
a Wakefield Class Settlement, Dunedin, 1949; James Hight and C.R. Straubel, eds, A History of
Canterbury, I, to 1854, Christchurch, 1957; John Miller, Early Victorian New Zealand: A Study of
Racial Tension and Social Attitudes, London, 1958; Michael Turnbull, The New Zealand Bubble:
The Wakefield Theory in Practice, Wellington, 1959; and D.G. Herron, 'Alsatia or Utopia? New
Zealand Society and Politics in the 1850s', Landfall, 13, 4 (1959), pp.324-41.
3 Henry Richardson, ed., Fatal Success: A History of the New Zealand Company, Auckland,
1989. Bums could draw on a substantial body of work since 1959, including among others Ruth
Allan, Nelson: A History of Early Settlement, Wellington, 1965; and Peter Stuart, Edward Gibbon
Wakefield in New Zealand: His Political Career, 1853-54, Wellington, 1971.
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historians. 4 In A Destiny Apart, published 30 years later, Sinclair was perhaps
more sympathetic noting the importance of Wakefield's promise that New
Zealand would be peopled with better stock than the Australian colonies as an
influence on the growth of national sentiment. 5 He might also have noted that
Wakefield equipped us with our second national negative referent, the United
States, and the idea, most vividly expressed by a Frenchman, that the United
States was the only nation to descend from barbarism to degeneracy without
going through the usual stage of civilization.
I want to take up Sinclair's later comment by looking at another aspect of
Wakefield's larger vision, the idea of New Zealand as a social experiment, an
attempt to use reason to construct an enlightened civilization. In the 1940s and
1950s, when almost every Wakefield settlement became the subject of a sound
monograph, historians focused upon the specific detail of systematic colonization in relation to the settlement they studied, and entered a verdict of fail, the
grade varying from E to D+, except for Canterbury which got a C+. 6 In the
process, however, the revisionists lost sight of Wakefield's larger vision, for
each plan, each variant of systematic colonization, was designed to establish a
new civilization and was predicated upon the novel belief that this was practical.
Whatever one thinks of the plans and their success, the key idea transplanted was
that men and women, through reason and moral sentiment, could successfully
diagnose what was wrong in society and remedy the evils. The sufficient price
illustrates the point. Endlessly criticized, both at the time and by recent historians
of New Zealand, as either too low or too high or just plain silly, the interesting
point, surely, is the assumption that scientific reasoning could establish a price
which would produce desired social outcomes. Much of our history could be
considered a footnote to that idea. New Zealand was colonized, in short, as a
series of experiments designed to ensure that the evils of English society would
not be reproduced and to prevent the evils of frontier societies from taking root.
The reason for this is relatively simple. It is sometimes forgotten that New
Zealand, as a neo-European society, is a securely post-Enlightenment society.
That would have made a difference to our history anyway, but Wakefield and his
followers ensured that New Zealand became a very particular example of postEnlightenment experimental practice. Let me start my proof by briefly sketching
the principal features of the Enlightenment, and especially the English and
Scottish Enlightenments, then show the extent to which Wakefield was a product
of that remarkable intellectual moment, and developed his theory in response to
some of its central ideas and problems. 7 1 am less concerned with the specific

4 See Lionel Robbins, Robert Torrens and the Evolution of Classical Economics, London, 1958;
Donald Winch, Classical Political Economy and Colonies, London, 1965, Bernard Semell, The Rise
of Free Trade Imperialism: Classical Political Economy, the Empire of Free Trade and Imperialism
1750-1850, Cambridge, 1970; and R.S. Neale, '"Middle-class" morality and the systematic colonizers',
in R.S. Neale, Class and Ideology in the Nineteenth Century , London, 1972.
5 Subtitled New Zealand's Search for National Identity, Wellington, 1986, p.12 and passim.
6 See the provincial histories cited in n.2.
7 There is an enormous literature on the Enlightenment, and especially the late Enlightenment
in Scotland and England. Among the key works that I have relied on are Carl Becker, The Heavenly
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details of his theory of systematic colonization, however, than with his assumption that social and political experiments could be conducted successfully.
The Enlightenment was an international movement and took different forms
in different places during the last half of the eighteenth century. Everywhere, as
Ernest Gellner remarked, 'The Enlightenment naturalized the bases of legitimacy and the vision of man. [In Britain]... naturalized man as presented by the
eighteenth century was astonishingly innocuous and b e n i g n . . . based on a rather
innocuous empiricist theory of knowledge, or an almost equally innocuous
materialist psychology.' The thinkers of the Scottish Enlightenment complicated the equation somewhat, arguing that men were governed by interest if not
reason and that those interests could be orchestrated for beneficent purposes. It
is easy now to laugh at Jeremy Bentham's construction of man as 'the gourmet
accountant... the anodyne accumulator of pleasures and the subtractor of pains'.
But the idea that governments were legitimate only in so far as they promoted
the greatest happiness of the greatest number not only rendered human happiness central but amounted to arevolution. 8 Even in the American colonies, where
major figures in the Enlightenment preserved a highly developed sense of
original sin, the idea took hold. If the Scottish Enlightenment's vision of man
now seems hopelessly jejeune — and woman's position was being debated —
we still live in a world first codified then, a world seen as 'a unified and self
sufficient Nature, governed by orderly laws, and including man within itself as
part of Nature'. 9
Such a view underwrote 'the autonomy and sovereignty of knowledge'. The
autonomy and sovereignty of knowledge — which could be accumulated only
through orderly or systematic procedures — made cognitive growth central to
the division of labour and the organization of society. All investigators became
equal and the distinction between sacred and profane irrelevant. David Hume,
of course, played a major role in effecting this astonishing intellectual revolution. Thereafter the world was to be located and constituted through knowledge.
All separable questions were to be separated. Nature and Self declared their
independence. Natural inquiry and morality went their separate ways. 'Specialization, atomization, instrumental rationality, independence of fact and value,
growth and provisionality of knowledge are all linked with each other.' 10
This schematic sketch of the Enlightenment is obviously a simplification. The
new vision was not born single and coherent. No kind of history is ever as neat.
Besides, as I have said, the Enlightenment not only varied through space, being
distinctively different in Edinburgh, London, Paris, Berlin and Philadelphia, but
the influence of David Hume made the late Enlightenment quite distinct from

City of the Eighteenth-Century Philosophers, New Haven, 1932; Roy Porter and Mikulas Teich, eds,
The Enlightenment in National Context, Cambridge, 1981; Isvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff, eds,
Wealth & Virtue: The Shaping of Political Economy in the Scottish Enlightenment, Cambridge, 1983.
8 Ernest Gellner, Plough, Sword and Book: The Structure of Human History, Chicago, 1988,
pp.243-4.
9 ibid., p. 113. For the Enlightenment in the American colonies see Henry May, The Enlightenment in America, New York, 1976.
10 Gellner, p. 122.
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what had gone before. Yet the main themes of the Enlightenment were fairly
constant — liberalism, rationalism, naturalism, empiricism, and materialism.
The titles of some major works which were published in 1776 indicate the
growing sophistication of the late-Enlightenment's Science of Man and the
identification of what, for want of a better term, I might call the central principles
of social engineering. The American Declaration of Independence, Adam
Smith's Wealth of Nations, Edward Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, and Jeremy Bentham's Fragment on Government all appeared in that
year, and Wakefield would be profoundly influenced by them all (many years
later indeed he knew Bentham quite well and the great Utilitarian helped shape
the plan to colonize systematically South Australia). 11 Strains existed within the
legacy of Enlightenment thought, of course, and men like Kant and Hume
pondered and probed them. Yet amongst the vast majority of less original
thinkers the main maxims of the Enlightenment were internalized quite quickly,
especially in Scotland and England. The emergence of 'scientific farming' and
the technological discoveries which symbolized the beginnings of the industrial
revolution helped to make an experimental turn of mind almost instinctive
among broadening sectors of British society. Farmers and their tenants selfconsciously began departing from traditional practices, some of them four or
five thousand years old, in an effort to achieve higher productivity for less work.
Part of that involved introducing plants from around the world, an exercise which
consumedmuchofSirJosephBanks' adultlife. Simultaneously artisans tinkered
with machines and man-made products, driven also by the dream of higher
productivity for less work. Often regarded as unrelated, but equally rooted in the
Enlightenment's vision of all men as potentially rational, evangelicals and
humanitarians dedicated themselves to moral and social uplift for the poor, the
hapless, and the ignorant. In the 1830s Maori would become the focus of attention
for this movement. l 2 By the last quarter of the nineteenth century economic and
moral progress would be widely considered fruits of knowledge. The myth of the
Garden of Eden, where knowledge brings the Fall, had been stood on its head. 13
Let me now return to Bentham's idea that governments had to promote the
greatest happiness of the greatest number. The idea that we pursue happiness
was not original to Bentham but he made it into a revolutionary test of the
legitimacy of governments. Not all agreed with Bentham that each person could
best decide what would best promote their own happiness, but between 1800 and
1850, as George Stocking pointed out, Britain underwent a Benthamite revolution in which 'property and contract were made "the agencies by which the

11 Douglas Pike, Paradise of Dissent: South Australia 1829-1857, 2nd ed., Melbourne, 1967,
pp.91-92.
12 There is no good overview of the early humanitarian movement but George Stocking,
Victorian Anthropology, London and New York, 1987, while densely detailed, recognized the links
between 'uplift' at home and abroad.
13 Francis Bacon, who first articulated this idea in the early seventeenth century, has been
described by John Stenhouse as 'the patron saint of New Zealand intellectuals in the nineteenth
century'; personal communication.
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material existence of the entire community was to be improved'". I do not
propose to say much about the democratic dimension, the artisans and farmers
who dominated the migratory flow, or the enthusiastic gardeners. Nor do I want
to explore the way in which the colonists tried to learn from the experience of
other colonies or construct themselves as an answer to the problems posed by
industrial society. As the events of the past 11 years remind us, we still conduct
our public life as if we were an experiment of potentially global significance. I
want rather to deal with those who helped to establish the new society, New
Zealand, as a neo-Europe, and in particular Edward Gibbon Wakefield.
New Zealand began its European history in the 1830s as two experiments in
public policy, the first initiated by the British government, the second by a
voluntary group, variously styled but best known as the New Zealand Company.
Edward Gibbon Wakefield was that company's most relentless and articulate
leader and propagandist. I refer to the first experiment as that of 'racial survival
and amalgamation'; the second as an attempt to transplant 'civilization'. Not too
much importance should be attached to the fact that government sponsored
'racial survival and amalgamation', whereas a private company wanted to
conduct an experiment in 'transplanting civilization'. The government's experiment was profoundly shaped by one of the great voluntary movements of the
early nineteenth century, the humanitarian/missionary movement; the second
meshed in complex ways with government policy before the Company's demise
in 1850 and then shaped the attitudes of many settlers and most colonial
governments for much of the nineteenth century. Length precludes me from
saying much in detail about the way the two experiments interacted. 15
Wakefield's well-known theory of systematic colonization, which helped
shape South Australia and six separate settlements in New Zealand, drew freely
on the Enlightenment's legacy. Wakefield believed that he had identified,
through systematic study, how to transplant civilization into the wilderness. The
fruits of that study and the exposition of his theory rested upon a solid foundation
of scholarly inquiry, presented in England and America (1833), a two-volume
comparative analysis of the sources of wealth and civilization in both countries,
and his four-volume edition of Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations (1835-39), the
first two volumes being annotated with extensive commentaries. Rarely has any
political scheme rested upon such an impressive scholarly foundation. Besides
these major works, he also wrote innumerable short books, pamphlets and letters
and gave lengthy statements to various parliamentary inquiries.
Wakefield's scheme reflected not just the Enlightenment's faith in knowledge
but the widespread British rejection of utopianism. Wakefield's conservatism
only makes his social experiment more interesting, at least today, when we all
easily grasp the superficiality of the Enlightenment's benignly optimistic
anatomy of man. Yet the very idea of a sociological experiment of this sort would
have been inconceivable before the Enlightenment, and the principles of
14 Stocking, p. 125.
15 W.P. Morrell has most deftly traced the two ideas and the conflicts between them without
recognizing, or perhaps I should say without emphasizing, their status as experiments; see W.P.
Morrell, British Colonial Policy in the Age of Peel and Russell, Oxford, 1930.
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political economy and sociology necessary for social engineering were only
spelt out in the late Enlightenment. Indeed the very word sociology, meaning the
science or study of the origin, history and constitution of human society, was
coined only in 1843, three years after the word 'scientist'. 16 The idea had been
around, of course, since the Scottish philosophers of the late Enlightenment
began constructing a 'Science of Man'. Such influential journals as the Edinburgh Review, the Spectator and the Westminster Review frequently carried
articles and reviews which exemplified these ideas. Wakefield subscribed to
these three journals and wrote for the last two.
The establishment of European society in New Zealand, in short, grew out of
the same cultural-intellectual milieu which gave us sociology and scientist, and
social scientist. 17 Each concept had a long history, shaped by the Enlightenment's belief in the ability of humans, through reason, to understand the world
and the universe, to identify the laws which governed natural history as well as
human history, and to grasp the principles which distinguished civilization from
its alternatives. In the 1830s and 1840s, as Thomas W. Laqueur has remarked,
the humanitarian narrative came to characterize this new climate of opinion, to
articulate this new moral discourse. Such narratives exposed 'the lineaments of
causality and of human agency: ameliorative action is represented as possible,
effective, and therefore morally imperative. Someone or something did something that caused pain, suffering, or death . . . that could . . . have been avoided
or mitigated.' Such narratives diagnosed the suffering, the pain, and offered 'a
model for precise social action'. 18 Such narratives presupposed the validity of
the late-Enlightenment's central values. Systematic colonization might well be
considered such a narrative. So too could the reports of the Committee appointed
by the House of Commons to investigate the plight of Aboriginal peoples,
reports which profoundly shaped the development of the Imperial government's
native policy in New Zealand. This emphasis on the capacity to feel pain had
even more radical implications. True to the Enlightenment's resolve to speak in
universals, to define moral principles as if Newton's universe constituted the
template, Bentham included other species. As early as 1789, the year of the
French Revolution's dramatic opening and George Washington's election as the
first President of the United States, he remarked that the question to be asked
about animals was neither 'Can they reason?' nor 'Can they talk?', but 'Can they
suffer?' Feelings now mattered, not moral character, and the communication of
happiness became the chief characteristic of virtue.19
In the eighteenth century, long before anyone in Europe thought seriously
about colonizing New Zealand, the Pacific had been conceived as Europe's

16 According to The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary these words were first used in 1840 and
1843 respectively.
17 Robert Nisbet, The History of the Idea of Progress, New York, 1980, pp. 173-4.
18 'The Humanitarian Narrative', in Lynn Hunt, ed., The New Cultural History, Berkeley, 1990,
p. 178.
19 Quoted from Bentham's Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation by Keith
Thomas, Man and the Natural World: Changing Altitudes in England 1500-1800, London, 1983,
p. 176.
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'laboratory', a place where nature and human society could be studied, a
geographical space created as a set of laboratories for European experiments.
Who created it and how had become contentious, but in Britain, where those
debates raged, a consensual repugnance to the excesses of the French and
American revolutions, to the dream that social engineering might produce
human perfection, a society without ills, ensured that few in the early nineteenth
century thought of social experiments in millennial or Utopian terms. The main
mood was dominated by empiricism, utilitarianism and scepticism. It might be
added, however, that several of Wakefield's colleagues in the Colonization
Association of the early 1830s had links with revolutionaries on the continent.
It seems that Wakefield learned nothing from them, unless how better to construct
an antidote. If so, he learned well, for the main mood in Britain was dystopian.
Thomas Malthus' gloomy law ensured that; so did the fact that before 1840 the
British contributed most to the analysis of one aspect of human society, the
creation of economic value, or wealth. 20 Adam Smith and David Ricardo
dominated the new field of inquiry which they created, political economy, and
the opportunist who articulated the New Zealand Company's plan studied all
three writers carefully. Wakefield also formulated that plan — or the first
versions — as the pre-Victorians articulated an indictment which fed on and fed
the Romantic movement. Romanticism has been characterized in terms of its
emphasis on the non-rational, not to mention nostalgia for 'traditional' social
forms and human relationships. The 'Machine', in this period, became a central
symbol of the profound rupture occurring in Britain. As Edward Said has said,
romanticism spawned the idea of recreating the world but of doing it by scientific
means. The roots of such ambitions 'are Romantic in a very specific way' — a
sort of 'reconstituted theology - natural supernaturalism' — which had at their
core the idea of regeneration, a regeneration that would save Europe from
materialism yet retain its civilization. 21 The garden came to symbolize both
civilization and the rejection of the 'Machine'. Wakefield grew out of this
environment and appealed to many who shared his views. One thinks of the
Ardens, who migrated to New Plymouth in the hope of leading 'a refined life in
an idealised Wakefieldian community'. The squalid reality of New Plymouth
(and the destruction of their house in the wars) punctured their dream, and he
took to strong drink, but she did not. Perhaps, like the Richmond and Atkinson
women, she found solace in her garden. 22 Perhaps it is not entirely coincidence
that gardening remains our most popular leisure activity.
Edward Gibbon Wakefield's reputation as a charlatan, an unscrupulous
opportunist and a knave was established in his own lifetime and has become
dominant since the 1950s. What interests me, however, is less his character (or
20 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences, London and
New York, 1970, ch.vi.
21 Edward Said, Orientalism, Harmondsworth, 1985, pp. 114-15. See also Maxine Berg, The
Machinery Question and the Making of Political Economy, 1815-1848, Cambridge, 1980.
22 Cited by Kerry Howe, Singer in a Songless Land: A Life of Edward Tregear, 1846-1931,
Auckland, 1991, p.23. See also Frances Porter, Born to New Zealand: A Biography of Jane Maria
Atkinson, Wellington, 1989.
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lack thereof) than his thought. In his well-known Letter from Sydney, published
in 1829 (the year of Carlyle's famous essay in which he named The Machine
Age), Wakefield wrote that 'Wealth, leisure and knowledge bestow civilization'. His wide-ranging critique of English civilization, and especially the gulf
between rich and poor, together with his analysis of the social pathology of the
American frontier, provided a powerful justification for his exposition of
systematic colonization. What is particularly interesting, however, is his belief
that one could systematically deduce the principles that would ensure the
success of an experiment in creating a new civilization. For the moment,
however, I want to stress his preoccupation with civilization — post-Enlightenment civilization — because it lay at the heart of his theory. The concept
preoccupied Britons in the nineteenth century, and historians have so busily
studied the nuts and bolts of Wakefield's plans and his attempts to make money
that they have missed this central organizing trope. 23 Indeed, I suspect that
'civilization', both as a social form and a metaphor, lay at the heart of
colonization, and possibly best explains the British diaspora of the nineteenth
century. 24 Be that as it may, Wakefield subscribed to a liberal concept of
civilization, one profoundly shaped by Adam Smith and the Scottish Enlightenment. It seems not to be widely known in New Zealand that Wakefield edited
Smith's Wealth of Nations and wrote extensive commentaries on each chapter
in the first two volumes. 25 The work appeared in four volumes between 1835 and
1839 and was reissued, without the pictures, in 1840 and again in 1843. As he
told Thornton Hunt, in a letter dated 30 November 1835, which accompanied
Volume I, it 'contains the best statement of that principle of the combination of
Labour which forms the basis of the system of colonization. You will also find
in that v o l . . . . a further explanation . . . of the grounds on which . . . Bentham
altered his opinion as to the utility of colonization — I allude to the new doctrine
of superabundance of capital as well as population, which calls for the creation
of new forms of employment for both capital and labour'. 26
The second point was central to systematic colonization; the first, however,
was central to civilization. Smith saw the division of labour as central to the
creation of wealth and civilization, even as he acknowledged that the process
transformed a sizeable proportion of the workforce into drones. Smith also
demonstrated that a free society — one without monopolies — would best
facilitate the growth of wealth. The division of labour was not only consistent
with competitive capitalism but with co-operation. Enhancement of the division
of labour meant its diminution as a principle of social organization. Adam
Smith's lyrical description of the remarkably complex division of labour in a pin
factory underscored the point, for co-ordination and co-operation provided the
23 I refer especially to the studies of particular Wakefield settlements, many of which fail to
discuss previous and later settlements, thus missing the way in which the plan was constantly being
adapted and modified to address problems.
24 My insight is clearly indebted to Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process: The History of Manners
and State Formation and Civilization, Oxford, 1994 (originally published in two volumes in German
in 1939).
25 When I returned in 19871 failed to find a single copy of this work in any New Zealand library.
26 British Library Ms., 38523, ff. 149-50.
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key to production. Wakefield noted the point in annotating Smith's chapter on
production although he recognized, where Smith did not, that the division of
labour alone was not the source of England's great wealth. The division of labour
contributed to the vast expansion of productivity but it also defined civilization.
I should point out that Wakefield disliked the phrase 'division of labour',
complaining that it obscured the co-operative nature of industrial production
(hence he preferred 'division of employments'). 27 Co-operation, in short, was
the measure of civilization. In Gellner's words, 'The division of labour no longer
casts its shadow over humanity in the form of deeply differentiated kinds of
human being' ,28 The point I wish to stress, however, is that the division of labour
made possible leisure and knowledge — and Wakefield's long commentary on
Smith's first chapter shows that he fully understood the point. He also understood what Smith's successors began to forget, that land remained as important
as capital and labour in producing wealth. His study of America in the early
1830s persuaded him that new and virgin lands in themselves would vastly
increase productivity. In America and Australia the opportunity to create
civilization had been lost; instead one found the pathology of the frontier,
characterized by violence, crime, prostitution, and debauchery.
Wakefield's elaborate commentaries on Smith's Wealth of Nations confirm
his reputation as an original thinker. He has been caricatured by New Zealand
historians as derivative and shallow, rigid in sticking to silly ideas (such as the
sufficient price), and unwilling or incapable of learning from experience. When
I first had to give one lecture covering each of the Wakefield settlements, starting
with South Australia and ending with Canterbury, I was surprised, on carefully
comparing the various monographs, to realize that most of the criticisms made
by historians in the 1950s and 1960s had been made from within the Company
at the time. Moreover, the Company had tried to deal with the problems
identified in one scheme when planning the next. That surprise provided one
point of origin for this essay; the other came when, late one stuffy summer's day
in London I triumphed over my better judgement and filled out an entire order
slip to obtain one single letter to Hunt, most of which I have quoted. Students of
Wakefield's economic ideas had used his edition of Smith's Wealth of Nations
to clarify aspects of his thought but had not considered the question of
civilization of interest or importance. Muriel Lloyd Prichard, who edited some
of Wakefield's works, cited his edition of Smith's great work but did not include
even the 'Preface'. 29 This work is central to any intellectual biography of
Wakefield; it shows the extent and depth of his grasp of the central issues in
classical political economy, and immediately suggests that Smith, the 'conjectural

27 Vol.1, pp.23-26.He also discussed this issue inEnglandandAmerica,
Note 1. John Stuart Mill,
who knew Edward Gibbon Wakefield quite well (their fathers were close friends for a period), later
made the same point in his essay 'Civilization', in J.M. Robson, ed., Collected Works of John Stuart
Mill, vol.18. Essays on Politics and Society, Toronto, 1977, p.122.
28 Gellner, p. 123.
29 The Collected Works of Edward Gibbon Wakefield, edited with an introduction by M.F. Lloyd
Prichard, Auckland, 1969. Nor did she include his "Swing" Unmasked, London, 1831, although she
briefly discussed it.
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historian', may have influenced Wakefield's ideas about civilization. 30
Wakefield's edition also betrays a curiously modern or post-modern mind. In a
most un-Victorian manner he noted that all knowledge about the economy is
tentative and provisional, while demonstrating an impressive grasp of the field
and relevant empirical studies. 31 His originality is further demonstrated by his
short but incisive analysis of 'Swing' Unmasked in which he argued that the
source of agrarian unrest in England lay in rising incomes and expectations, not
grinding poverty. 32 He was unusual among his contemporaries in recognizing
the elasticity of human desire. As England and America reveals, however, he
was also profoundly conscious of the poverty in urban and rural England and had
no wish to see it reproduced in his model colonies.
All of Wakefield's colonizing experiments were premised on the repudiation
of all monopolies, whether legal, political, economic or religious, a fact which
bedevilled his last colonizing experiments, the two so-called religious settlements of Otago and Canterbury. The complexities were minor, however, for
New Zealand enjoyed from the start what South Australia, only five years
earlier, had to struggle for: free trade, civil liberty and religious liberty.33
Freedom of contract was also woven into the fabric of New Zealand society from
the beginning, Masters and Servants laws being left behind. 34 Wakefield's
proposed government had minimal functions — the control of surveys and land
sales, control over the recruitment and flow of migrants, administrator of the law
and promoter of public works. 35 Minimal government was a preference rather
30 Winch, Classical Political Economy and Colonies, briefly discusses Wakefield's debt to
Smith and Semell, The Rise of Free Trade Imperialism, most fully explores Wakefield's knowledge
of Smith, Malthus and Thomas Chalmers. I have explored the influence of Smith the 'conjectural
historian' and philosopher in a paper to the conference on Wakefield which the Friends of the
Alexander Turnbull Library organized in October 1996.
31 See especially the 'Preface', Vol. 1, p.xiii, where he says 'If I may venture to call myself an
economist, our alphabet is unformed, and our knowledge most imperfect'. None but the 'fraudulent'
can claim to have perfected the science.
32 "Swing " Unmasked, London, 1831. In terms of current historiography this verdict also has a
surprisingly 'modern' ring to it and anticipates a growing consensus about one powerful source of
motivation for emigration; see Eric Richards, 'Varieties of Scottish Emigration in the Nineteenth
Century', Historical Studies, 21 (October 1985), pp.473-94.
33 Pike, pp.115-19,130-44, and ch.xi. Judging from Wakefield's correspondence with his sister,
Catherine Torlesse, held in the family mss. belonging to Priscilla Mitchell, but donated to the
Alexander Turnbull Library (ATL), he was much more enthusiastic about the Canterbury scheme
than Otago.
34 See Douglas Hay and Paul Craven, 'Master and Servant in England and the Empire: A
Comparative Study', Labour/Le Travail, 31 (Spring 1993), pp.175-84, a useful overview which
neglects New Zealand. For their importance in Australia, which historians are only beginning to
recognize, see Adrian Merritt, 'The Development and Application of Masters and Servants Legislation in New South Wales — 1845 to 1930', PhD thesis, Australian National University, 1981 and
Andrew Frazer, 'Law and Arbitration in New South Wales, 1890-1912', PhD thesis, Australian
National University, 1990.1 am indebted to Professor Barry Smith of ANU for guiding me to the
theses.
35 Pike, p.81. It should be said, of course, that Pike represented Wakefield as a conservative, if
not reactionary, who briefly flirted with radical notions in 1831 -33, thus establishing what became
the dominant historiographical view. I think Wakefield was both more radical and more complex
than Pike allowed.
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than a principle and when problems were identified, such as unemployment, the
Company had no hesitation in trying to solve them. Government was also selfconsciously modern in the methods used, as in surveying land according to the
Torrens' system, thus eliminating the mystery and uncertainty which governed
property in land in Britain. 36 In the planning to combine the physical environment of the country with the social, cultural and economic opportunities of the
town we can see the same self-conscious modernity. The generous provision for
parks, public institutions, churches, schools, and cemeteries persuaded the great
American planner, Frederic Law Olmsted, to describe the New Zealand Company as a major precursor of 'the Garden City movement'. 37 Perhaps I should
also note in passing that the old view of Wakefield as a reactionary Tory squire,
dedicated to recreating the deferential social forms of a defeated agrarian
society, is also a canard. Miles Fairburn capably dealt with this myth in his
excellent biographical essay for the Dictionary of New Zealand Biography.38
More needs to be said, however, for Wakefield did evoke, especially between
1829 and 1831, the Tory critique of industrial society, obviously because he
thought it would appeal strongly to the working classes and the 'uneasy class',
those at whom he aimed his hopeful message. In the 1830s that critique enjoyed
considerable vogue, even amongst working people, and only lost ground as it
became clear that 'the preservation of a traditional agrarian economy and social
order' was likely to be the only consequence of a successful attack on the
'Machine' .39 Wakefield himself followed this shift in working-class opinion and
became increasingly radical during the turbulent 1830s. By 1840 he had largely
abandoned the earlier view and by 1853, when he landed in Lyttelton, had
become a staunch democrat, much to the dismay of his first biographer (and
others who have studied him). 40 There is an interesting letter among the
Wakefield papers still in family hands, written from Wales in 1821, shortly after
his first wife's death, which suggests that he had long found democratic values

36 Until the Land Transfer Act (1870) the Torrens' system co-existed with the older English deeds
system; thereafter the Torrens' system prevailed. In older colonies, such as Canada, a major political
campaign was required to effect the change. See Douglas J. Whalan, 'The Origins of the Torrens
System and Its Introduction into New Zealand', in G.W. Hinde, ed., The New Zealand Torrens
System. Centennial Essays Written to commemorate the hundredth anniversary of the passing of the
Land Transfer Act 1870, Wellington, 1971, pp. 1 -32.1 am indebted to Judith Bassett for help with this
subject. Torrens, interestingly, was a leading systematic colonizer and economist who played a
prominent role in the settlement of South Australia; see Robbins.
37 F.L. Olmsted, Forty Years of Landscape Architecture, New York, 1928, p.27, cited by Ben
Schrader, 'Planning Happy Families: a history of the Naenae Idea', MA, Victoria, 1993, p.26; and
L.L. Pownall, 'The Origins of Towns in New Zealand', New Zealand Geographer, 12 (1956),
pp. 173-88. As Keith Thomas pointed out in Man and the Natural World, p.253, this vision had a long
history in England.
38 1769-1869, Vol.1, pp.572-5.
39 A point made by William Leiss, 'Technology: The Sublime Machine', in J. Edward
Chamberlin and Sander L. Gilman, eds, Degeneration: The Dark Side of Progress, New York, 1985,
p. 153.
40 R. Garnett, Edward Gibbon Wakefield, London, 1898, was particularly keen to make the New
Zealand Wakefield consistent with the early one, even to the point of annotating some letters in the
British Library to make sure they were correctly interpreted.
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attractive. In his edition of The Wealth of Nations he made it clear that, although
at that date the United States was the only democracy in the world, 'There are
no means now, for stopping the democratic movement; after a halt, it only
proceeds more rapidly'. 42
Similarly, as has long been recognized, Wakefield's scheme was a direct
attempt to resolve the Malthusian dilemma by encouraging Britain's surplus
population to proceed abroad to areas where land was abundant (unlike Britain).
But that is too simple, for if Wakefield accepted Smith's definition of civilization, his response to Malthus presupposed Ricardo's success in identifying the
economic recipe for making wealth and Thomas Chalmers' doctrine of the
'superabundance of capital'. As Fairburn remarked, Wakefield's grasp of
political economy allowed him to provide the formula for the economic success
of all nineteenth-century colonies and the creation of what is sometimes called
the second world. Not only that, of course, for in creating a society where
labourers could escape the 'natural slavery' of their inherited position by
obtaining land, it also gave them an interest in acquiring the self control and
prudence which would prove Malthus wrong and, according to most definitions,
render them civilized. On this too, Wakefield got it right. In the process he
successfully challenged the ingrained convictions of some of Britain's outstanding intellectuals. Wakefield persuaded Bentham, for instance, that outflows of
capital would not weaken Britain's economic growth (John Stuart Mill was also
persuaded). Adam Smith's conviction that a free market rendered colonies
superfluous was also overturned. Malthusian pessimism, which still profoundly
shaped British discussions of social policy in the 1830s, began to evaporate. 43
Wakefield's early schemes — South Australia and Wellington — reflected
the most up-to-date social science of the day and embodied a penchant for
sociological experimentation which had yet to become fashionable. Wakefield's
edition of the Wealth of Nations, constituted the final part of his proof. In
England and America (1833), which made his name but little money, he had
proceeded at a lower level of generality to explore the different sources of wealth
in the two countries and the conditions under which a society could have wealth
without civilization — as in the Mississippi Valley, Van Diemen's Land and
New South Wales (the accuracy of this insight has been thoroughly substantiated
by the late Manning Clark). 44 In such frontier societies everyone had land but all

41 EGW to Charles Torlesse, 26 August 1821, family mss, P. Mitchell.
42 Vol.1, p.xvi. What has often been ignored, however, is Wakefield's democratic ethos and, I
suspect, his debt to the American democrat and revolutionary, Thomas Jefferson. Wakefield's views
on the United States shift from 1829, when in his Letter from Sydney he pilloried the Republic as a
social disaster, to 1833 where he compared England and America in balanced terms. In his later
works he became more sympathetic.
43 Robbins, pp. 153-81 remains the fullest and most authoritative discussion.
44 The first four volumes of C.M.H. Clark, A History of Australia, 6 vols., Melbourne, 1962-88,
are organized around Wakefieldian themes. Clark had made a close study of South Australia; see
his article on 'R.C. Mills and N.H. Ellis: A Note', Historical Studies: Australia and New Zealand,
14 (October 1969), pp.93-97. Clark, ironically, was descended from families involved in both New
Zealand experiments, Samuel Marsden's and Charles Kettle's.
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had to work, thus producing no leisured class, no knowledge, no drawing rooms
and 'ladies elegancies'. Worse, neither the church, the law, nor the schoolhouse
existed. According to Edward Gibbon Wakefield a society of Robinson Crusoes
produced social barbarism. Not for nothing was his second name Gibbon (the
family claimed an oblique relationship to the historian through marriage but
seemed hazy about the details).45
Wakefield's interest in social experimentalism flourished only after his
second attempt to abduct an heiress had ended in disastrous failure, yet it had
been shaped by his Quaker heritage and the central values of the Enlightenment.
The Quakers tended to be liberal and radical, their belief in God and his only son,
Jesus Christ, sustaining a secular and naturalistic turn of mind. 46 Wakefield came
from a remarkable family of lapsed and lapsing Quakers who believed that true
religion and morality were taught by natural science, and that the human species
was evolving from barbarism, superstition and ignorance towards the reign of
reason and the elaborate patterns of co-operation implicit in the advanced
division of labour. One could scarcely hope to find a better example of the
Enlightenment assumption of the marriage between Nature and Reason. His
grandmother, Priscilla Wakefield, who played a large role in his early life and
education, wrote many books of family instruction based on these notions
(,Mental Improvement, the best known, ran through over a dozen editions on both
sides of the Atlantic). She accepted natural theology long before Paley wrote his
defence of that tradition and was also very well informed about natural history,
especially plants and animals. These themes were also prominent in Charles
Darwin's Descent of Man (1872), described by his latest biographers as a kind
of family saga which showed how the English evolved to rule the world,
'clambering up from the apes, struggling to conquer savagery, multiplying and
dispersing around the globe'. 47 Priscilla Wakefield's diary for 4 February 1798
nicely conveys the atmosphere in which young Edward Gibbon spent much of
his childhood. 'Meeting — dined at home — conversed on the dignity of Man
and what pursuits are most suited to improve him—agreed that everyone should
direct their talents to some specific line of useful employment to the intellectual
as well as corporeal powers. Man's excellence is in this combination.' Such
beliefs established the capacity of free-born Englishmen to co-operate and to
enjoy representative and responsible government. 48
Wakefield also inherited his knowledge of farming and scientific agriculture,

45 According to the entry on him by EIC in The Dictionary of National Biography, Vol.20,
Oxford, 1921-22, p.449 he was named for his maternal great-grandmother, Isabella Gibbon, 'a
distant relative of the historian'.
46 The Quakers and other groups, such as the Unitarians, helped to redefine British Protestantism.
Where we tend to think that their acceptance of the vision and values of the Enlightenment
transformed their faith, they would have argued that their faith led them to this vision and those
values. I am indebted to John Stenhouse for help with this issue. See also J.E. Bradley, Religion,
Revolution and English Radicalism: Nonconformity in Eighteenth-Century Politics and Society,
Cambridge, 1990, esp. chs i and ii.
47 Adrian Desmond and James Moore, Darwin, Harmondsworth, 1992, p.579.
48 Fragments of her diary are in the Mitchell collection of family papers.
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one of the Enlightenment's main practical fruits. His father, Edward, who began
as a farmer in Essex and later worked as a land agent became well known as an
expert on agriculture. He is probably best known now because of his large study
of Ireland and the Irish problem. He also wrote a lengthy report on asylums and
was a close friend of James Mill and Francis Place. Edward minted large and
influential works from his belief that social problems could be accurately
diagnosed and solutions developed by gathering evidence. He was in some
respects an important proto-sociologist and statistician. He was only 20 years
older than his famous son and obviously exerted a major influence on his
intellectual development. Later, one might add, Edward Gibbon owned an
agricultural estate in Norfolk, heartland of scientific agriculture. Both inheritances worked slowly, but both directly implanted the vision and values of the late
British Enlightenment. According to most of Edward Gibbon's biographers the
influences worked slowly because he had been brought up under 'extreme habits
of liberty'. Even Fairburn concluded that 'This lax environment fostered a love
and an aptitude for bending the will of others through obstinacy, charm and fast
talking'. 49 His mother's chronic ill health and his father's preoccupation with his
philanthropic and intellectual interests left the young man, the oldest son and the
second of nine children, to his own devices. If freedom is a pre-condition of
modernity, then Wakefield was born modern, and it needs to be remembered that
his grandmother strongly believed that children had rights and ought to be
treated as adults. 50 Yet he lusted for power and influence, aspiring to escape his
Quaker non-conformity and become a member of England's charmed inner
social circles. Had his first wife lived he might have performed the miracle, for
despite that marriage's unlikely origin it was blessed with two children, love and
social acceptance. His second elopement, in 1826, ended disastrously and both
he and his brother William were gaoled, in separate prisons! 51
While spending three years in Newgate Edward Gibbon read the classical
economists, the utilitarians, and the substantial literature on social problems. He
became an expert, and in a post-Enlightenment environment found in knowledge
a means of undoing the damage of his gaol term. While in gaol he published his
'Letters from Sydney', which first appeared anonymously in the Morning
Chronicle, the pamphlet of the same title, and 'Cure and Prevention of Pauperism,

49 ibid., p.572. This has been something of a refrain among his biographers; see Garnett,
Wakefield', A.J. Harrop, The Amazing Career of Edward Gibbon Wakefield, London, 1928; Irma
O'Connor, Edward Gibbon Wakefield: The Man Himself, London, 1928; Paul Bloomfield, Edward
Gibbon Wakefield: Builder of the British Commonwealth, London, 1961; and June Phillips,/! Great
View of Things: Edward Gibbon Wakefield, Melbourne, 1971.
50 This is clear, it seems to me, from the structure of Mental Improvement: or the beauties and
wonders of Nature and Art, conveyed in a series of instructive conversations, 2 vols, London, 1794.
These conversations began with the child discussing a topic, the father adding further information,
and the mother drawing out the moral and spiritual implications.
51 He defended himself by attacking his victim's father as 'a low bred, ignorant upstart, cursed
with Purse-pride, and a most unforgiving and savage temper', who had made his money through
'Trade' and was now, to the disgust of his neighbours, trying to present himself as a 'County
Gentleman'. He claimed not to share such views! See Statement of Facts Regarding the Marriage
of Edward G. Wakefield with Miss Turner, [London?], 1826.
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by means of Systematic Colonisation'. Edward Gibbon curiously synthesized a
deep-rooted subaltern's hunger for fame and power in a society where status was
still defined in largely feudal terms, and an instinctive modernity of temperament
and ideas. Quite apart from his remarkable capacity to mesmerize anybody who
did not hate him totally -— and he was an accomplished mesmerist who once,
apparently, had trouble de-mesmerizing a lady, and had to race across London
in search of a doctor — Wakefield also united in his own person some of the
deepest ambivalences and conflicts of his time. The unflagging energy and the
extraordinary self-absorption only etched these more deeply and allowed him to
speak directly to the anxieties and aspirations of those wounded by their
changing world.
Whatever we think of Wakefield's scheme, either at the level of its general
principles or its details — and he was uninterested in the details — it is hard to
gainsay that it represented a post-Enlightenment attempt to use human reason to
plan the construction of a model society which transplanted the best and left
behind the worst features of British civilization, while avoiding the social
pathology of other frontier societies. In both respects he enjoyed a considerable
on-going influence. The idea of New Zealand as 'the Britain of the South Seas',
or at least the most English of the colonies, provided the warp; New Zealand as
an anti-Australia, the weft. Equally important was the notion, insufficiently
studied (although it made New Zealand a matter of obsessive interest to him),
that the quality and achievements of a people, its capacity for civilization, also
reflected the influence of environment and climate. Although he rejected Robert
Owen's environmental determinism, in selecting equal numbers of men and
women from the best 'stock' of the world's most advanced people and settling
them in a temperate and bracing climate on fertile lands at the Antipodes to
Britain, he launched a biological as well as a social experiment. If the biological
experiment has failed it might be said that it is easier for us to know this than it
would have been for a Norfolk estate owner of the 1830s. Charles Darwin noted
in his diary for 1836 that Australia appeared to have rehabilitated its criminals,
but that was not the dominant view then (New Zealanders have never quite
accepted its validity).52 Gentleman farmers had a sense of how heredity operated,
but no science of genetics existed.
Above all, systematic colonization was designed to create a civilized society
in a new land, a civilized society predicated upon the capacity of Britons to cooperate and to govern themselves. The Benthamite principles of contract and
property were basic. Wakefield's campaign for representative and then responsible government, extensively studied, need not be discussed at length. Rather,
in this brief evaluation of his legacy and the impact of the Wakefieldian
Enlightenment, I would focus on the plethora of voluntary organizations formed
by the colonists to New Zealand, many of them, like the first friendly society, on

52 The larger context within which Wakefield's thought developed is the subject of a large library.
I found especially helpful Stocking, pp.23-52 and ch.vi, and Peter J. Bowler, The Fontana History
of the Environmental Sciences, London, 1992, esp. ch.vii.
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board an emigrant ship. These included horticultural societies, libraries and
mechanics institutes, orchestras, schools, and churches. It is worth noting that
Wakefield's grandmother was an early (if not the first) proponent of savings
banks, female friendly societies, and 'lying-in' charities. It is also worth
remembering that the New Zealand Company itself is an example of such a
voluntaristic institution. Voluntarism institutionalized co-operation. If
voluntarism, mutualism and localism best expressed the aspirations of the
colonists, as I have recently argued elsewhere, then Wakefield and those he
inspired had a deeper and more enduring influence than previously suspected. 54
If this argument is valid, Fairburn need not have neglected Wakefield, let alone
gone to the seventeenth century for his ideal society; but his anatomy of
atomization would have to be modified. 55
There is a strong suspicion that Wakefield paid little attention to Maori, except
when forced. In this, as in other matters, he was a utilitarian child of the
Enlightenment. Yet chapter two of Wakefield and Ward, The British Colonization of New Zealand, which appeared in 1837, clearly committed the New
Zealand Company to 'a deliberate and systematic plan for preserving and
civilizing the native race'. 56 Most historians since the 1950s have seen in this a
more-or-less dishonest attempt to appease evangelical criticisms of the New
Zealand Company's earlier plan. That is to be unnecessarily cynical, however,
for that plan, like that for systematic colonization, had been shaped by the same
values. True, the modern reader cannot but be amused or scandalized by the
Reverend Hawtrey's appendix, in which he sketched the integration of a
hierarchical Maori society into the hierarchical English one. Since John Miller
mocked the idea of 'so many brown John Bulls who would smoke their cigars
and sip their claret like true Christian gentlemen', 57 the Hawtrey scheme has
usually been mentioned as a matter of ridicule. Yet Hawtrey's appendix, despite
its enthusiasm for 'feudal' hierarchies, not only stated the widespread opinion
that the Maori had 'a peculiar aptitude' for civilization but stated that systematic
colonization would improve them 'deliberately and systematically'. We tend to
forget now, or dismiss if we remember, that the decision to reject North
American-style reservations and reserve one-tenth of all land bought, pepperpotted within the new communities, helped to define relations between Maori
and European in what then was a most distinctive manner. True, that land was
reserved for the chiefs, some of whom took advantage of their opportunity, and
the rest were condemned to labour. We need to remember also, however, that the
53 e.g. H.W. Gourlay, Odd Fellowship in New Zealand: A Century of Progress, Christchurch,
1942, p.5. Graeme L. Pretty's entry on Wakefield in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, Vol.
2, 1788-1850, Melbourne, 1967, pp.559-62, is one of the few works to note the importance he
attached to voluntarism. It is, of course, a major aspect of 'civil society' in Adam Smith's analysis
of 'commercial civilization'.
54 E. Olssen, Building the New World: work, politics and society in Caversham 1880s-1920s,
Auckland, 1995,ch.vii.
55 M. Fairburn, The Ideal Society and its Enemies, Auckland, 1989.
56 The British Colonization of New Zealand, Being an Account of the Principles, Objects, and
Plans of the New Zealand Association . . . . London, 1837, p.27.
57 Miller, pp.9-10.
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Victorians saw work as the key to achieving those habits of self-discipline and
self-control that constituted the foundations for civilization and a means of selfadvancement. Most people in all societies had to labour, and what is most
surprising is the idea that the Maori could and would benefit. Hawtrey concluded
that there was good reason to hope that future generations of Europeans and
Maori would inter-marry and become one people, making New Zealand a 'moral
sun'. 58 Wakefield's letter to his sister, Catherine Torlesse, written in May 1837,
suggests that he shared Hawtrey's views, if he was not the source of them, for
he told her that 'The New Zealanders are not savages properly speaking, but a
people capable of civilization. A main object will be to do all that can be done
for inducing them to embrace the language, customs, religion and social ties of
the superior race.' 59 Like his contemporaries, he used the word race to denote a
mixture of nationality, language, customs and physical characteristics. 60
It is well established that the humanitarian/missionary demand that Britain
intervene to save the Maori from the danger of extinction, which Busby claimed
was happening fast, provided an important reason for Britain's decision to
despatch Hobson to annex parts or all of New Zealand. 61 Following the Treaty
and annexation, imperial policy towards Maori was shaped by the reports of the
Parliamentary Committee to investigate the state of the Aboriginal populations
in various places. Evidence from New Zealand figured prominently. That
committee's two reports, submitted in 1836-37, shaped not only official policy
but also the New Zealand Company's. Hawtrey's scheme was followed in
Wellington and a commissioner of Native Reserves was appointed, one Edmund
Halswell. The Company advanced money on the basis of these reserves to
establish 'schools for Natives where children may live away from their parents',
the children of chiefs boarding with Church of England clergy. 62 In Nelson the
commissioner was also trustee, charged with administering the reserves in the
interests of Maori. We laugh at that method — one later followed by the Crown
until very recent times — and note that experience in New Zealand often
rendered Europeans, including Wakefield, cynical. Following the Wairau
'affray', Wakefield favoured leaving the North Island to Maori, an idea which
seems to revive in the South Island from time to time. 63 As a result Otago and
Canterbury were established in the South Island but the Company's hasty land
purchases left a legacy of unresolved conflict in the North Island.
A succession of governors of strongly Christian if not evangelical backgrounds adapted the programme of 1839 — Maori survival — to the new
situation ushered in by systematic colonization. The older missionary ideal of a
58 The British Colonization of New Zealand, London, 1837, pp.419-22.
59 12 May 1837, British Library. His letter to Catherine, 12 October 1837, suggests that he was
at least involved in briefing Hawtrey. In this letter he talked of 'the beautiful appendix'.
60 See his letter to the Spectator, reprinted in Sydney Herald, 1 May 1839.
61 For Busby's influential letter see Peter Adams, Fatal Necessity: British Intervention in New
Zealand, 1830-1847, Auckland, 1977, pp.87-89,106-09. For the imperial context see Paul Hasluck,
Black Australians, a survey of native policy in Western Australia, 1829-1897, Melbourne, 1942,
pp.52-55 and Henry Reynolds, The Law of the Land, Ringwood, 1987.
62 EGW to Catherine Torlesse, n.d. [1844-45?], Mitchell collection.
63 See E.J. Wakefield, ed., The Founders of Canterbury, Christchurch, 1868, pp.21, 94-95.
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theocratic Utopia, headed by white missionaries, was reconceived within a larger
programme of improving or civilizing the natives while striving for amalgamation. Bishop Selwyn and his little band of Etonians helped to shape this new
consensus. Initially this experiment enjoyed widespread support among the
settlers (most debates concerned the extent of tolerance to be extended to
'unimproved' behaviour and the question of native title). By 1850, however, the
Company carefully specified that in seeking lands for Canterbury they wanted
as few Maori as possible. By now many were coming to share young Mary
Swainson's view, which reads like a credo: 'I must say that I believe in the
extinction of races. It is a painful thing, but here — with all the care, the absence
of native war . . . and cannibalism, the race certainly decreases. It seems to me
in the order of God's Providence it should be so.' 64 Others, more famous, had
reached the same conclusion. Although the missionaries whom Charles Darwin
interviewed in 1835 denied that Maori were dying out, and Darwin interrogated
them carefully because their claims contradicted his expectation, by 1840 more
evidence had arrived to confirm Darwin's suspicion that this was indeed the
trend. 65 Despite this, however, and despite the irritation of the settlers about the
on-going arguments concerning what had been bought, about land claims, the
original humanitarian dream of New Zealand as an experiment in reversing this
law of nature remained alive. The humanitarian dream remained even more
important to those who rejected the determinism of inevitable extinction, but
wanted to ensure that Maori did not suffer the same fate as the Tasmanians. 66
Sinclair may have been right to suggest that cultural lag, in allowing humanitarianism to survive here long after its burial in Britain, may have helped make race
relations in New Zealand better than they were in South Africa, South Australia,
and South Dakota. 67
We may now be startled by the ethnocentrism of nineteenth-century Britons,
themselves in the process still of 'racial amalgamation'. Yet it is more striking
still that they generally accepted Prichardian ethnology, with its assumption of
a common humanity. This not only affirmed a common origin, and a common
relationship to God, but a common potential rationality. Prichardian ethnology
rested securely upon the central assumptions of the Enlightenment. Priscilla
Wakefield's diaries and published works prove how central these ideas were in
Edward Gibbon's early life. According to the Enlightenment-Prichardian
paradigm, in short, Maori could accelerate from the Palaeolithic — a concept
awaiting invention — to catch up with the 'improved' and 'civilized'
64 Mary Swainson to Isobel Percy, 3 September 1853, Ms 1337, p. 197, ATL. Edward Wakefield,
the father, came to this conclusion as early as 1844; see his letter to J. Backhouse, 17 July 1844, Mss.
NZ, s.l, ff.2-3, Rhodes House, Oxford.
65 Charles Darwin, Journal of Researches into the Geology and Natural History of the Various
Countries Visited by H.M.S. Beagle...,
London, 1839, p.520 and The Voyage of the "Beagle ", 3rd
ed., London, 1860, pp.433-4.
66 John Stenhouse, '"A disappearing race before we came here": Doctor Alfred Kingcome
Newman, the Dying Maori, and Victorian Scientific Racism', New Zealand Journal of History
(NZJH), 30, 2 (1996), pp. 124-40.
67 'Why are Race Relations in New Zealand Better than in South Africa, South Australia or South
Dakota?', NZJH, 2, 2 (1971), pp.121-7.
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Englishman. Wakefield himself described Hawtrey's scheme as 'beautiful', a
word he rarely used, and while not particularly religious himself, as Bishop
Selwyn caustically observed, was not insensitive to the views of the evangelical
missionary movement. His oldest sister, to whom he was devoted, had married
an Anglican clergyman, Charles Torlesse, and they belonged to that broad
movement which placed the well-being of 'natives' high on their list of priorities
once the abolition of slavery had been effected. Because they accepted the
Enlightenment's conception of a universal human nature, the 'gourmet
accountant' or the sentient being capable of suffering, they believed that this
transition could be made very quickly. 69 We now know that they were wrong on
various counts, but all remained within the Prichardian consensus. Polygenism
put down no roots here.
Schemes to accomplish 'amalgamation' abounded in New Zealand between
1840 and the end of the 1860s. Brian Dalton noted, in his unjustly neglected
study of the Waikato wars, 70 that the wars brought to an end these schemes; after
the wars a new, hard-minded 'realism' operated, a reflection more of British
intellectual shifts than of local circumstances. Rather than trying to accommodate the Maori need for time and tolerance, the quickest way was to force them
to give up those traits which (colonists thought) slowed their progress and
undermined their more farsighted leaders. This new 'realism' undoubtedly
gained sustenance from the new scientific orthodoxy of Darwinism, outlined in
The Origin of the Species (1859) and The Descent of Man (1872), not to mention
the work of such early anthropologists as Lewis Morgan and E.B. Tylor, and the
physical anthropologists who struggled to identify through various measurements the different biological races of the world. There can be little doubt that
such ideas had an influence in New Zealand but they never totally displaced the
older belief in a universal human nature and the possibility of a universal
emancipation. Even at the height of social Darwinism's influence, influential
colonists bent with the new wind by arguing that the Maori were Aryan, part of
the planet's superior race.71 The real point, however, is not whether nineteenthcentury Europeans were racist by our standards, for they were; rather, we need
to recognize that the belief in a common humanity, so powerful in creating
greater equality in Britain, had no vocabulary for recognizing cultural difference, let alone accepting it as a good thing, and so worked to suppress that
difference in colonial contexts. Maori, a mere 5% of the population in their own
land by 1900, paid the price. 72
68 Palaeolithic, according to the Shorter Oxford, was first used in 1865 to refer to societies
characterized by the use of primitive stone implements. Whatever the merits of classifying societies
in this way, the actual idea has a long history and has been traced back to Lucretius.
69 This largely explains why men like George Grey and Bishop Selwyn thought it had almost been
accomplished by the early 1850s; the Prichardian-Enlightenment paradigm led them to interpret the
evidence to confirm their belief, and to miss contrary evidence.
70 Brian Dalton, War and Politics in New Zealand, 1855-1870, Sydney, 1967.
71 See Howe, pp.39-54, 56-58.
72 My argument here is indebted to Robert Young, White Mythologies: Writing History and the
West, London and New York, 1990, pp. 1-9. It needs to be remembered, of course, that Britain and
Europe had been constructed through not dissimilar processes of 'internal' colonization.
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Wakefield wanted to establish a small, cohesive, and conservative society on
liberal-democratic principles, a society where wealth would not be adored, the
poor not oppressed. There would be ample opportunities for the prudent to
prosper and there would be no reason for political discontent, let alone the sort
of social conflicts which threatened to tear Britain apart in the 1830s and 1840s.
In brief, he wanted 'the happiest state of society consistent with the institution
of private property'. 7 3 With an innocent optimism worthy of the Enlightenment,
he also thought that the Maori could be full members of that more perfect
civilization. How successful he and the others were I leave to the reader. In his
well-known letter to Robert Rintoul, written in 1853, shortly after his arrival in
New Zealand, Wakefield wrote an astute report on the conditions of colonial
society, criticizing the materialism and parochialism, but by and large he was
well pleased. Relations with Maori, a matter on which his views changed,
moving from Utopian optimism to cynical pessimism, were another matter, and
if they were not solved then we can hardly complain, as they are still unsolved.
His little-known letter to Gladstone, written in 1851, has a more modern ring
than many of his contemporaries achieved, however, for he warned that so long
as the settlers called the tune while the British paid for and provided the troops,
there would be no peace, no accommodation between the two peoples, and no
progress towards racial 'amalgamation'. Even at his most cynical he remained
the product of his Quaker heritage and the Enlightenment-Prichardian paradigm, and above all he believed that through rational analysis it was possible to
construct systematically a better world. His experimental method, I would
argue, has been as influential as his vision.
Such a summary shows that it is tendentious to claim, as Miles Fairburn did
in The Ideal Society and Its Enemies, that whatever influence Wakefield had was
'swamped by the social transformations from the 1850s onwards'. 7 4 Wakefield's
influences lived on and Fairburn's book, like Manning Clark's early volumes,
is organized around Wakefieldian themes of social pathology rooted in the
anomic circumstances of a new society. Fairburn's main argument, of course,
would be that Wakefield's experimental but systematic plan for colonization
failed to save his 'model colony' from the social pathology of the American and
Australian frontiers. That, however, is another issue. I am not suggesting that
Wakefield's critics — from McLintock to Burns — got everything wrong, but
they overlooked the larger picture. They forgot the on-going appeal of his vision
of New Zealand as the first civilized colony, that it would be a successful
experiment, and that both characteristics would make New Zealand quite
different from Australia or the United States. 75 They also overlooked his role in

73 These themes are explicitly spelt out in England and America. For the quotation see Vol.1,
p.l 31 .
74 Fairburn, p. 15. For Clark see n.44.
75 They also tended to forget that the twin principles of concentration and continuity were central
to the construction of a cohesive and conservative civilization. Yet dispersion, which some thought
a problem in the 1840s, was soon annihilated by steam. The revolution in transport literally shrank
New Zealand. Steam, in short, replaced Bentham's 'Vicinity-Maximising-or-Dispersion-Preventing principle'; Quoted in Pike, p.57.
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working the vision and values of the English and Scottish Enlightenments,
together with the Prichardian paradigm and democratic institutions, into the
foundations of the new society (and nor should we forget the importance of his
Quaker heritage). Most of all Wakefield's critics overlooked the fact that his
model colony presupposed the ability of humans to plan systematically the
construction of a new society based on principles obtained from historical and
sociological study. His experimental turn of mind, in short, helped to construct
post-1840 New Zealand as an on-going experiment. Is it entirely coincidental
that we feel most happy when engaged on experiments which enhance our claim
to be a model for humanity?
In the 1990s, however, as we survey the history of colonization in the
nineteenth century with emotions which range from distaste to disbelief, we can
do little more than return to the very Enlightenment (and its Romantic counterpoint) which shaped our history as a new-European society. The attempt to decolonize the world has been completed, by and large; the effort to de-colonize
the European and neo-European mind has scarcely begun. According to many
influential thinkers of the previous generation the most elevated humanism of
European thought, from the Enlightenment onwards, contained at its heart an
anti-humanism. By insisting on a universal man and a single human identity the
Enlightenment negated difference. 76 This was less clear then than now. Priscilla
Wakefield, for instance, could believe it possible to establish 'the true dignity of
the [female] sex' within an improving society and world. She wanted girls to
have 'a rational education... raising them to a nearer equality with their tyrants'.
Late-twentieth century feminists are sceptical (and his grandmother's strong
views did not much affect the youthful Edward Gibbon Wakefield who dreamed
of a home 'where my will will be a law'). 77
If the universal man of the Enlightenment negated even European women, its
negation of other 'races' now seems still more complete. Fanon's Wretched of
the Earth, with its vehement and articulate assault on the universal man at the
centre of European humanism, should warn us that any attempt to single out
Wakefield and his brothers, or even the New Zealand Company, as the only
wicked players, the sole source of all of our problems, denies Fanon's indictment
by pretending it was not made, by not seeing it (which is precisely his complaint).
As Robert Young has remarked in White Mythologies, Fanon's polemic marks
one important origin for post-modernism, post-modernism itself being the most
significant episode yet in the de-colonization of the European mind. Having said
this, however, we must still confront the fact that the colonization of New
Zealand represented a small episode in a large and complex process which began
long before Edward Gibbon Wakefield's birth in 1796. However we define

76 Young, pp.7-20 and chs 2 and 3.
77 Edward Gibbon's phrase is from his letter to Catherine, [August 1821], Mitchell collection.
Priscilla Wakefield, Diary for 4 April and 20 May 1798. The latter is an interesting entry for she
discussed Godwin's biography of Mary Wollstonecraft and judged that she had lacked religious
principle and hence had 'wandered from that standard of female excellence wh. the author of The
Rights of Woman should have defended'.
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civilization, it had developed on the Eurasian landmass, and the major civilizations there had interacted with each other since at least 3000 BC. They had also
interacted with nomadic peoples, and their herds and flocks of domesticated
livestock, not to mention the bacteria and viruses which fed off the process and
mutated. The consequences for those without immunities were usually devastating, just as they had been for the so-called civilized. This leads to two brief
reflections. First, if the post-Enlightenment legacy of a universal man and a
single definition of civilization now seems to deny difference, it is not likely that
the people of our planet will obtain greater happiness by rejecting that other great
principle of the Enlightenment, a principle which, of course, has a long and
complex history, that of a common humanity. And second, we need to recognize
that the concept of civilization must now be problematized, rather than accepted
as an indisputable moral good, but in undertaking this task we must also proceed
with due caution. Civilization may never have been an undisputed good, but nor
can it be dismissed as an undisputed evil.
When Sinclair wrote A History of New Zealand, he was consciously constructing the history of New Zealand as a nation. It was a powerful declaration of
nationhood, made more powerful because of the author's deep pride in being a
New Zealander. It stood to reason that in writing New Zealand as a Pacific nation
our past had to be taken from its imperial context and presented as the product
of its own environment and history. Wakefield and his dream of transplanting
British civilization to the South Seas, of creating a new and greater Britain, could
only complicate Sinclair's desire to recount 'the story of a people's growing
national self-consciousness and . . . [their] increasing awareness of their real
place in the world'. He accomplished this with wit and eloquence, writing an
outstanding short history. Those bruised in the process soon had W.H. Oliver's
reflective Story of New Zealand (1960) to comfort them, but Sinclair's nationalist statement had caught the mood of its times and helped to shape our growing
confidence as a people. Now, however, almost 40 years later, as the second
millennium ends, beset with problems and confusions, no longer confident of
our achievements, unsettled by our history, and bitterly divided over our
purposes, it is time to reassess the founders and their visions, to locate a usable
past for the beginning of the next century, to do for this generation what Sinclair
did magnificently for his own generation. Each generation, as another great
historian remarked, must write its own history, needs locate its own past.
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